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About This Game

Drifting Cloud is an action arcade game based around rockets with collide-able trails.
Solo is a simplistic singleplayer gamemode where enemies fly at you and you use different rockets to evade them and force

them to crash into your trail; New rockets and multiplayer emotes are available through a points and upgrades system based on
how many enemies you kill in a game.

Online multiplayer

Play a selection of 3 online multiplayer gamemodes!

2-4 FFA - try to defeat everyone else in a free for all
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1v1 VOLLEY - hit the ball at the centre of the map into the enemy's goal

1v1/2v2 CTF - capture the flag from the centre of the map and put it in the enemy's goal
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Really nice chilled game, very simple concept, kinda like a more intense but somehow more relaxing take on snake =)
really recommend this game, it plays well and is a great way to wind down.. This game is super relaxing! Really chill gameplay
and music. Simple concept that's well executed.. Drifting Cloud is a surprisingly perfect tron inspired flight game. The single
player is solid and keeps you invested with unlockable ships, and the multiplayer is even better when you can get a group of
friends involved.

You'll quickly realize the $3 USD for this is well deserved. 10\/10. Typical "easy to learn, hard to master" game. You'll think
you got good at the game, then you get crushed.
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